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Metadome.ai has helped us implement virtual commerce 
across our range of cars, enabling a superior & connected, 
and immersive customer experience.

Head of Digital, Tata Motors

“I booked the car online 
after viewing the virtual 
showroom experience’’

Case in point

The Solution

Metadome.ai enabled the brand to achieve its objectives via end-to-end 
creation & deployment of a connected 3D & XR journey on its website that 
included a virtual showroom for its cars with custom branding based on its 
ethos, a 3D configurator of all variants with multiple interactions, 3D car 
animations, and an AR experience to help customers visualise the models in 
their own environment

Virtual Commerce on Website

Virtual Commerce on Website

Customer Experience is not a buzzword anymore

The modern automotive buyer is online and looking for fascinating 
experiences that are more relatable than ever.

 of customers are 
unable to understand 
features online without 

context

76%

of customers say 
experience is as 
important as the 

product or service itself

84%
of customers spend an 
average of 15 hours 

researching online during 
vehicle purchase

64%

of customers are 
open to buying a 
car entirely online

76%

Reduction in

Bounce Rates

72.8%
Increased in online 
lead generation

2.5x
Increase in Avg. customer 
time spent on website

2.3X

The Impact

The automaker was looking for new-age technologies to provide 

captivating customer experience online and to create an uninterrupted 

virtual car buying journey with interactive experiences of products without 

the need to visit a physical showroom
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Experience now

3D Car Visualization

Life-Like AR ExperienceSalient Feature Showcase

Lead management system integration

The experience is a connected car buying journey with 
multiple cars displayed in virtual showroom, 3D 
visualisation of each car with options to interact and 
explore salient features, a life-like AR experience, 
integration with LMS, and in-built analytics dashboard


Book a Demo
Connect with our customer experience expert 
today to see how our products can help your brand.

The experience is hosted on the OEM's website 

and is accessible from any device and works 

even at low network bandwidth

The Experience

Website Integration

Evolution of  with metadome.aibrand’s partnership

Tata Safari 
Launch in AR

Tata Punch Launch in 
3D Configurator

Virtual Showroom

of all Cars
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https://imaginator-cars.tatamotors.com/
https://www.metadome.ai/contactus

